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INrnorucrrorq

Melonite, a rare ditelluride of nickel (NiTez), was first described by

Genth (1868), who found minute amounts in a mixture of quartz, hessite,
altaite, and, possibly, native tellurium from the Stanislaus mine in the
Mother Lode region of California. Later, Hillebrand (1883-1884)

identified melonite in telluride ore from the Forlorn Hope mine in Boulder

County, Colorado.
Additional occurrences have been noted for the Cripple Creek District

of Colorado; Illinawortina, South Australial and, recently, in Quebec
and Ontario, Canada. The Quebec occurrence has been described in detail

by Peacock and Thompson (1946), who found that melonite in the Robb-

Montbray Mine appears in patches up to 20 mm. wide associated with

altaite, tellurbismuth, montbrayite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and gold, or is

disseminated through wall rock. Thompson (1949) reports that small

amounts of melonite have been found in the Wright-Hargreaves, Toburn,
ancl Macassa mines at Kirkland Lake in Ontario.

Analyses of concentrates from the telluride ores of certain mines in

the Magnolia District in Boulder County consistently yield small
amounts of nickel, and, although it has been suspected that the nickel

comes from melonite, specimens containing megascopically visible mel-

onite are found only with great difficulty and are virtually nonexistent.
In 1946 the writer began a systematic investigation of the telluride ores

of the Magnolia District in an effort to isolate the nickel mineral. It

soon became apparent that the study should be extended to include all

of the telluride ores of Boulder County-a task nearing completion.
This paper is intended to describe only one result of this interesting and

complex study.

Bourron CouNrv Tnr,r,umpn Onrs

The Boulder County telluride deposits are at the extreme northeastern

end of the mineral belt of Colorado. Much of the ore has been mined

from small pockets and lenses in complex, erratically mineralized fissures,

many of which trend east or northeast and are related both in space and

time to a series of strong northwesterly trending faults, locally called

"breccia reefs."
Boulder County has yielded a variety of ores including gold-bearing

base metal ores, lead-zinc-silver ores, ferberite (tungsten) ores, and gold-

silver telluride ores. The deposits appear to be related genetically to

Tertiary igneous activity which began in Iate Cretaceous or early

Tertiary and continued into middle or late Tertiary. fn certain mines
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the telluride ores are associated with either leptothermal lead-zinc-silver
or epithermal tungsten mineralization, or both, and field and laboratory
studies indicate that all three types of ores have a common origin. In
many mines the telluride ores grade downward or laterally into lead-
zinc-silver ores and show a crude zonal relationship.

Mineralogically, the telluride ores consist of complex aggregates of
chalcedonic qvartz, sparse carbonates and sulfates, sulfides, tellurides,
and native gold or native tellurium. The mineralogy and structure sug-
gest shallow deposition at a relatively low temperature, and the deposits
probably should be classified as epithermal.

Most of the productive veins are found in pre-Cambrian granite, but
some ore has been recovered from schist and gneiss, which, locally, has
been extensively granitized. The Boulder County telluride ores difier
from those in certain other localities, such as Cripple Creek, in that they
are not visibly related to extensive extrusive and near surface intrusive
igneous activity.

Occunnrr.rcp oF MELoNTTE

Figure 1 shows the salient geologic features of the area of telluride
mineralization in Boulder County and the locations of mines yielding
ore in which melonite has been identified in the present study. The
major late Cretaceous or Tertiary igneous intrusions and the strong
northwest trending faults (breccia reefs) are shown in order that the
space relationships between these features and the telluride deposits may
be grasped. Although specimens from many mines did not yield melonite,
it is probable that if a sufficient number and variety of specimens from
each mine were available and could be studied, melonite would be found
as a constant accompaniment of all or most of the telluride deposits of
the area.

Innr.rrtnrc.q,uoN ol Mpr-oNrru

A combination of tests was used to establish the presence of melonite
in samples of telluride ore. The presence of nickel in gross samples was
verified by crushing the ore, dissolving in acid, and applying the di-
methylglyoxime test. About a fourth of more than two hundred samples
tested in this manner gave a positive test for nickel. Ilowever, tests
showed that the distribution of melonite in an individual deposit is very
erratic. Next, the nickeliferous samples were examined in polished sec-
tions, and the melonite was identified by etch reactions and microchemi-
cal tests for nickel and tellurium. A final check was made by means of r-
ray powder techniques.

In polished section the melonite is an early mineral deposited on the
walls of small vugs or druses and stands out in relief against gangue min-
erals and later ore minerals. The mineral generally appears in thin coat-
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Frc. 1. Outline map of a part of Boulder County, Colorado showing locations

of mines yielding melonite.

ings with a colloform structure, the sinuosities of which reflect in detail
the irregularities of the walls of the cavities. The general appearance
suggests repeated deposition of thin colloidal layers, but under polarized
Iight the melonite is seen to comprise equigranular or radiating aggre-
gates of tiny, moderately to strongly anisotropic grains.
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In reflected light the melonite has a pale coppery color, the exact
hue of which depends on the color of adjacent, contrasting, gray, white,

or yellowish minerals. The etch reactions are consistent with those

described by Short (1940) and Thompson (1949). HNOa quickly effer-
vesces and stains black; HCI and KCN, negative; FeCl3 slowly stains
light to dark brown;KOH and HgCI2, negative.

The r-Ray powder patterns gave results that agree in detail with data
given by Peacock and Thompson (1946) for melonite from Quebec.

MrNBnar AssocretroN AND PARAGENESTS

Melonite is the earliest telluride mineral in a complex sequence of
gangue and ore mineral depositions. It is commonly associated with
other later ore minerals and is coated or covered by them' Systematic
examination of polished sections of samples from widely scattered
deposits in the telluride district reveals a fairly consistent sequence of
deposition of gangue and ore minerals. The position of melonite in rela-
tion to other minerals in the paragenetic series is shown in Fig. 2. In the

PAfIAGENETIC DIAGRAI\I FOR VEIN I/INEiAS
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Frc. 2. Paragenetic diagram for Boulder County telluride ores.
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Frc. 3. Photomicrographs of melonite-bearing telluride ores from Boulder County.
A. Melonite (ME), coloradoite (CO), calaverite (CV), and native tellurium (TE).

Alpine Horn Mine, Sugarloaf District.
B. Melonite (ME), coloradoite (CO), sylvanite (SY), and native tellurium (TE).

Empress Mine, Sugarloaf District.
C. Melonite, coloradoite, and native tellurium. Cash Mine, Magnolia District.
D. Melonite and native tellurium. Sunshine District.
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ore mineral sequence melonite follows the sulfides and marks the begin-
nings of telluride deposition (Fig. 3). Later than the melollite are siveral
tellurides including hessite (AgzTe), petzite (Ag3AuTez), altaite (PbTe),

coloradoite (HgTe), calaverite (AuTe2), and sylvanite (AuAgTea).
Native tellurium and native gold are the last minerals deposited in the
ores, but are not found in proximity to each other in a single ore body.

Although melonite is found with a variety of tellurides, many speci-
mens show a constant association of melonite, coloradoite, calaverite or
sylvanite, and native tellurium.
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